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First Term Test - 2018 c,^^@
Mathematics - Grade 11

Time:- 3

hours
Name llndex No

Part A
* Answer all the question in part A on this paper itself'

01). A vehicle travelled 60m in 4 seconds at uniform speed. Find it's speed.

('AvD)1
OZ). Shaded the regiorrwhich indicated the set teVe) in the diagram'

03).

04).

fis). 
::

06).

07).

Find the least common multiple af Zxf and xzy

Find the magnitude of DfrC

Express 8fi 3a in logarithmic notation.

Solve(x+3)(x-5):0

simpury i+ *

B

Select the first approximation of tffi
5,2, 5.3, 5 .7 r 5.9

D

frorn the following values.08).

09). Find the factors of 2x2 - 18

10). what is the gradient and intercept of the straight line which exprees by 2y = 6x'4?
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r?).

find the radius of the circle.l1), If AB : l}crn,

l}j. Draw two different surface of this given prism

?crn

. Scrn

18),

rel

13). Find value of x

i4), ift tlie class iaierq,al (35 - 43)

(i). Find the size.

(ii)" Write the mid value.

15). Find the value of AAC (Reflex angle)

16). Find the area of curved surface of this cylinder.

t
I

l?cm

t
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17).

20.

?',i, .

t)",
ktua

23).

24),

1S). Solve 2 +1 = 5

l9). The foltowing shows the second and third term of Arithmetic progress.

..r...t.....r7r l1 ).)" "i('""ott "t"

(i). Find the 1't term

(iii. Find the 4th term

Make 't'the subject of the fonnula V * fJ +at

Expound t\x + 3)Z

of \,t ater per

minute to fill a water tank of *apaoity 8m'

25).

If A+B = 140o and B + C = 100o in ABC friangle, find the value of B.

AB and CD are two parallel fences its is necessary to fix a. pole on CD idrich

equrilistant from A & B show that poini in the diagram by usi.ng your- kn;;;vtredge of
Locr.

rc *:Utnd 2 suitable positive integers for a & b

Part B
Answer all question on thiS paper itself.

0l). Mr. Perera spent 3/5 of the amount he received as the bonus &om his work place to

repair his house and I/6 of it to buy furniture
(i). What fraction ofthe total amount was spent for both expenditures. (02 mark)

(ii). He have 217 of theremaining amount to his son. What fraction of the total

What is the extra data needed to show that the triangle PQR and XYZ to be congruent

and by which conditions?

amount did the son receive. ( Q2 marks)

(iii). The remaining amount of Rs. 15000, he deposited in the bank. Find the total

Ermount he received as the bonus. ( 03 marks)

Find the difference between the amounts that he spend to repair the house and(iv).
the amount he have his son, (03 marks)
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02). The diagram shows a part ABCD which shape of attapezium BEF sector represent
the pond. The rest of the garderi is covered with grass.

(i). Find the length of AD
(ii). Calculate the length of the arc EF
(iii). Find the perimeter of the portion covered with grass.

(iv). Find the difference between the areas of the portion
covered with grass and the portion separeted to the pound.

{ AZ rnarks)
(03 marks)
(03 rnarks)

(03 marks)

03). (a). It is estimated that !o dig a large drain 20 men take 15 days.
(i). How many man days are estimated for this task.
(ii). If the contractor has taken 5 extra workers after 5 days digging the

drain, how many days will ttrey take to complete the task before the
scheduled dateT

(iii). The workers were provided with lunch during the task. If Rs. i50 was
spent for one person what is the total amount ?

What is the angle of the sector wtrich denotes coconut. (02 rnarks)
Find the fraction of the whole land which is used to cultivate banana.

If the portion of the land whictr rised for cinnamon is 3000m2, *"" lffiTrT*'
area which is used paddy. ( 03 marks)

04). The following pie chart illustates the inforuration on the types of crops cultivated on
a certain plot of land

(i).
(ii).

(iii).
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(iv). Cinnamon was removed from Yzof the land area where cinnamon was grown

and coconut was grawn in that part. Find the whole area of land whe4e coconut

isgrown. (3marks)

The diagram shows an equipment that is used in a certaincompetition. After operation

an electric bution the 2 boards rotate for sometime and stop.
o5):

(b).

il }

q v
a. (i).

Board A soaro tt

Represent all possible outcornes using the foliowing grid, ( 3 rnarks)

rar{
l-,t{
(sI
.O
,o

3T

Board B

I tu \vw. \ a i i rltplrtt i. trltlgspot' c:otlj
I 

--- 
- ---=-l-.-*-{'--.-

B board

(ii). Enclose trr" fffirmng an exent number and getting the blue colour" on the

grid and find the probability. ( 3 ma*)

To be a winner one has to get red in board A and number I in board B. Complete the

following diagram according to that and find the probability of b,eing a winner.
-g 

I

Boatd A Board B

getting 1..

:

,j

Other

gettingt

other
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Mathematics - Part II
Grade 11

Answer five question only.

01. Mr. Silva has rented out his business apartnent for Rs. 6000 per month and its annual

assest value is estirnated to Ik. 200,000. The pradesheeya saba to which it belongs

charges 4o/o ofits as rates. From the annual income of the apartrnent 5136 is spent for

the color wash of the apartrnent show that the ratio between the balance of the annual

i-.6- income and the *ruu/6b*" is 3:4.
T-

02. Arr incomplete table prepared to draw the graph of the function y : 3-2* is given

below.

(a).

(b).

03. (a),

ii. Using the scale of 10 small divisions as

small divisions as two units along the y

above function on a gtaph paper.

Find the value of y, urhen x - O ' (01 Inark)

one unit along x ilds and 10

- axis, draw the graph of the

(04 marks)

Answer the following questions using the graph.

i. Write down the co ordinates of the turning point. u \ a (01 marks)

ii. Write down the interval of values of x for which vJ{ t (02 marks)

iii. Write down the positive root of the equation I -i.F4 (02 marks)

Nimali asked for 4 packets of sugar which weighed Ikg each and'3 cakes of
soup, When the salesman told that they cost Rs. 575, she left one packet of
sugax and one cake of soap. Then the package cost only Rs. 420. Assuming

that the cost of one packet of sugar as x and the cost of one cake of soap as y,

construct a pair of simultaneous equations and find the value of a packet of
sugar and a cake of soap by solving that.

7

that x can

_y
r (b). Solve the inequality 3y -L >2 and find the minimrun value take.

x -3 -2 -1 0 I 2 3

v -15 -5 1 I -5 -L5
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04. The following info'rmation is about the time duration of watching teievision by a

Soup of students within ada1.

Write downthe modal class ofthis distraction'

Find the meantime duration of watching television by a child.

what is the probability of a student is who randomly selected out of

(01 rnark)

(02+p*1, f

(02 mark)

these student, being a student who watches the television more

than 50 minutes. (02 mark)

iv), Fh'ffi-rneantime thatachildwatches the television dgring a

month (30 daYs) C"- -1 Q

05. From a metle corn which has a base of 2.75 radius and the height of 9cm, surface is

scraped out and new corn is fomred. Radius of the newly fornred corn is 1'4 cm and

its height is 9 cm. Prove that the removed amount of metle is n x 4.1"5 x 1'35 and

. when n = 3.L42 find its value uslng the logarithms table.

06. Use only a straight edge with a cm/mrn scale and a pak of compasses for the

following construction. -.

Show yotu construction lines clearly

i). Construct the parallelogram ABCD where

AB :'lcfr, ABC= t20o and BC:6cm
ii). Mark a point E on the side DC such that 4.5 cm away from D and draw the

triang ABE. (02 marks)

iil). Prove that area of the triangle ABE : Area of the triangle ADE + Area of the

triangle BCE. ( o4 marks)

Time (minutes). 30-40 40-50 50-60 60 -74 7A-80 80-90 90
100

Number of
students

7 I 5 6 10 I 6
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